Sound Memories Video
(part of the Alkaye Media Group)

38 N. Cass Westmont, IL 60559
630-971-1800
TRIBUTE VIDEO SCRAPBOOK ORDER
Date___________
Customer____________________________________________
Address____________________________________________ City______________ Zip ____________
Phone Day(

)_______________________ Night (

)________________

Email: ______________________________________________________________________________

Full name of Deceased ____________________________________________________________
Date to be completed ___________________________________________________
Number of extra copies (one DVD is included in package) ____
Job to be picked up

Delivered

___

Video Scrapbook Prices (please check selection)
Classic Package $125
50-70 Photos including customer music choices (played back to back)
Note: Photos are on screen 5-6 seconds, thus figure 10-12 photos per minute
Opening Title
Simple zooming on the photo, but no special effects
One DVD
----------Deluxe Package $250
50-70 Photos including customer music choices (music can be segmented with specific photos)
Note: Photos are on screen 5-6 seconds, thus a figure 10-12 photos per minute
when considering music.
Opening Title plus up to 3 additional segment titles
Tasteful transitions and special effects
One DVD

Options
Extra photos $2 each --- Extra DVD $7 ---

total number of pictures _____________
program title (free)__________________________________________________
Is your Tribute Video Scrapbook segmented between groups of pictures?
Do you want titles between segments?

NOTE:
a/ All pictures must be numbered in the order you want them to appear
b/ All segments must be put in separate envelopes with the following information listed on the front of
# Number of pictures in envelope
# Number sequence in the envelope (lowest through highest)
# Title of segment
# Name of song for the segment

Options
Custom Music Choice: Add $5 per song.(song will be placed back to back
Note: The song may be edited to fit the segment
Extra titles $5 each
Note: The customer must type out the titles and show

Will you be showing this video to a larger group of people? We can provide complete video
projection. Would you like information in this service? ____________

